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Abstract. With the cylindrical equal area (CEA) projection data from the Helioseismic and
Magnetic Imager (HMI) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), we reconstructed the
three-dimensional (3D) magnetic fields in the corona ,using a non-linear force-free field (NLFFF)
extrapolation method every 12 minutes during five days, to calculate the squashing degree factor
Q in the volume. The results show that this AR has an hyperbolic flux tube (HFT) configuration,
a typical topology of quadrupole, which is stable even during the two large flares (M6.6 and
X2.2 class flares).
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1. Introduction
The different behaviors of solar atmosphere in response to the plasma motions and

instabilities are thought to be mainly due to the different topologies in the coronal mag-
netic field (Berger 1991). Like null point exists at cross section of separatrices, there is
hyperbolic flux tube (HFT) at cross section of quasi-separatrix layers (QSLs). Strong
electric currents, which dynamically form in non-potential magnetic field, are physically
responsible for flaring (Aulanier et al. 2005). QSLs, especially the HFTs, are crucial for
a region to flare as they are preferential places for narrow current sheet formation (Titov
et al. 2002). We focus on the topological analysis of active region (AR) 11158 in this
work. The method used to calculate Q values is introduced in Section 2 and we discuss
our results in Section 3.

2. Computational method of QSLs
We use the equations proposed in Pariat et al. (2012)
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with

f =
|Bz,1(x1 , y1)BZ,2(X2 , Y2)|

|Bn,c(xc, yc)|2δ4 (2.2)

to calculate the Q value at (xc ,yc) on a fix plane.
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Figure 1. Evolution of Q maps in a vertical cut. The Q value is displayed in logarithm scale
and time cadence between two successive panels is 12 hours.

The reference boundary here is chosen to be the photosphere. The parameters dx1xc
,

dy1xc
, dx1yc

, dy1yc
, dX 2xc

, dY 2xc
, dX 2yc

, dY 2yc
are the components of the field lines foot-

point distance on the photosphere. These field lines pass through the four surrounding
points of (xc ,yc) on the fix plane. Bz,1(x1 , y1) and BZ,2(X2 , Y2) are the vertical com-
ponents of magnetic field at the two footpoints (x1 ,y1) and (X2 ,Y2), Bn,c(xc, yc) is the
value of the magnetic field component normal to the fix plane at (xc ,yc).

3. Results and discussion
From the temporal series of Q maps in 3D, we noticed that the quadrupole is relatively

stable, which was there even during the large flares. Large-scale HFT always exists and
is stable for 36 hours since 11:58 UT of 13 February. Titov et al. (2003) has studied
this kind of large-scale HFT structure and suggested that the magnetic pinching inside
caused by the large-scale shearing motion on the photosphere could produce a large
flare. However, in our case, we do not find large flare directly related to this HFT. We
suggest that it will be hard to be distinguished from the visible flare ribbons although
the possible reconnection at this place may induce the ultra-violet (UV) enhancement at
the intersection of HFT configuration and the photosphere.
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